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Dynamic Beamformer
W. S. Hodgkiss
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Marine Physical Laboratory of the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography

San Diego, California 92093

The concept of coherently processing a drifting sonobuoy array
stimulated a proposal by the Marine Physical Laboratory (MPL) to
fabricate and operate a dynamically programmable beamformer for
cooperative use with the Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) in a pro-
gram to explore the feasibility of such an array. Funded by the
Office of Naval Research (ONR), this cooperative program was named
STRAP (Sonobuoy Thinned Random Array Program).

At the time MPL became involved in the STRAP program, a general
purpose high-speed minicomputer implementation of the beamformer was
being considered. The general purpose computer approach was attrac-
tive in that an existing commercial hardware system could be employed,
with the algorithm being implemented in software. The major drawback
was that, because the multiple elements had to be processed sequen-

." tially through the CPU, even with hardware arithmetic only 15 or so
beams could be formed in real time. This would have been a valid

*approach for a research tool - especially where off-line, nonreal-time
analysis would suffice. However, it would not provide any demonstra-
tion of a technological base for an operational system that could pro-
cess up to several hundred sonobuoy channels in real-time with enough
beams that a full search coverage could be achieved.

-MPL proposed that a special purpose processor be designed which
would demonstrate the technological capability of forming the required
number of beams in real-time. A description of the hardware which was
designed and fabricated is given in [1]. The MPL Dynamic Beamformer
permits the incorporation of slow changes in element positions and
beam steering directions while the beamforer carries out the real-
time formation of 1300 beams from 32 input sensors.
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After fabrication of the Dynamic Beamformer hardware was com-pleted, MPL participated in two major STRAP sea tests. Subsequently,
MPL joined with NOSC in the analysis of those data sets. Essentially,
the analysis showed that coherent processing (beamforming) of the data
from Individual sonobuoy elements was possible with only a minimal
reduction in array signal gain due to inaccuracies in localization of
the array elements.

Referenges

[1] W.S. Hodgkiss and V.C. Anderson, "Hardware dynamic beamforming,"
J. Acoust. Soo. Am. 69(1): 1075-1083 (1981). (Appendix A)
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Support was provided in the amount of $300,000, for Research
Platforms FLIP and ORB, which maintained their readiness to conduct
research operations at sea during this period, for scientists from the
Marine Physical Laboratory, Visibility Laboratory and Marine Life
Resources Group of Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and from the
Naval Ocean Systems Center and Science ApplicationsInc.
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A three-day deep-tow survey just west of the island of Hawaii was
done gathering side-looking sonar data, topographic profiles and pho-
tos in an effort to pinpoint the location of the lost experimental

work vehicle, RUWS.

Upon return to port the data were processed in several days in
order to provide a base for decisions relating to possible future
search operations, After reworking the navigation (refinement of
transponder net geometry, editing of bad points, eta), the position
information was merged with the sounder and pressure gauge data and
profiles along the major tracks were generated. The side-looking
sonar data were then translated from the raw analog displays to the
geographic plot (correction for slant range and track curvature), with
notation as to which overlay belongs with each track. Finally,
representative photographs were selected and printed to give a quali-
tative feel for the fine scale nature of the terrain.

These data were then transmitted to NOSC personnel. The end
results provided a base (and confirmation of data validity) for subse-
quent search operationeu

.%
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V. C. Anderson
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A sea trip with ORB and ADA was carried out in December 1980 for
the purpose of collecting data on wind generated surface noise.
Observations during this trip were made with ADA close to the surface
(50 to 70 meters) and with the array focused to near field. Data
from the trip has shown isolated events occurring at the surface with
deviations from 50 ms to 500 ms over wind speeds of 3-6 knots. A
paper is in preparation at the present time.
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APPLNDIX A

Hardware dynamic beamforming
W. S. Hodgkiss and V. C. Anderson P
University of California. San Diego. Marine Physical Laboratory of the Scripps Institution of Oceanogrophy,
San Diego. California 92152
(Received 19 August 190;, accepted for publication 29 December 1980)

The hardware architecture of a programmable, time domain. digital beamformer built by the Marine Physical
Laboratory is discussed. The Dynamic Beamforrner permits the incorporation of slow changes in element
positions and/or beam steering directions while carrying out the real-time formation of 13W beams from 32
input sensos The sensors are distributed in an arbitrary but known manner over a maximum aperture of 2 a
in time delay, or 300 at the uppermost operating frequency of 400 Hz. Oversampling the sensor signals by a
factor of2.5 above the Nyquist rate is shown to permit the use ofa simple, two-point linear interpolation filter
to achieve the time-delsy quantization intervals required. Element-(as opposed to beam-) level recording of the
original sensor data provides a flexible and compact mechanism for postexperiment data analysis.

PACS numbewr 43.60.Gk. 43.60.Qv

INTRODUCTION formance degradation when data interpolation is not
used. Section IM comments on the data analysis flexi-The concept of coherently combining the sensorTput fomc rne m of coreelytly combiningtsensr bility available with this programmable beamformer.outputs from a random array of freely drifting sono- Lastly, Se. IV provides a conclusion'to the paper.

buoys btlmulated work by the Marine Physical Labora-
tory to fabricate a dynamically programmable beam- I. RANDOM ARRAY BEAMFORMING
former. As conceived, the drifting sonobuoy array,
depicted in Fig. 1, would be a sparse array with average The Dynamic Beamformer uses a time-delay-and-
element separations much larger than one-half wave- sum approach to coherently combine the element sig-
length at the frequencies of Interest. The requirements nals for a particular look direction. A large number of
imposed by this drifting, sparse array were the essence such combinations, or beams, must be generated in
of Dynamic Beamformer design. Being a sparse array, real time. The number, in fact, is so large that it be-
the number of resolvable coherent combinations or comes a significant factor in the beamformer architec-
beams formed from the Individual sonobuoy sensor out- ture design. The statistical nature of the side lobes
puts would exceed by two or three orders of magnitude associated with a sparse, random array also must be
the number of elements themselves. Being a drifting recognized. Additionally, an important factor in the
array with time varying element locations, the beam- architecture design is the degree of quantization re-
forming time delays would need to be adjusted dy- quired in the time delays of the beamforming process.
namically in order to accommodate the changing geo- These topics will be pursued in this section.
mietry.

This paper wilt focus on the design considerations A. Beamforming

and hardware architecture of the MPL Dynamic Beam- The random arrays under consideration are composed
former and not dwell on the statistical theory of random of a three-dimensional distribution of equally weighted,
arrays. The theory of random arrays, including the omnidirectional sensors. Their spatial locations are
expected value and variance of the array spatial trans- specified in the Cartesian coordinate system of Fig. 2.
fer function, the expected beam or power pattern, and Although the element positions are random variables,
the estimation of peak side-lobe level, is covered in the assumption will be made that for any given array at
detail elsewhere.2'' a specified point in time, the E, are known exactly.

- - Design considerations are based on the practical The beamformlng task consists of generating the
aspects of implementing the beamforming process. waveform bQf) (or its corresponding sampled sequence)

"' Section I develops the mathematics of time domain beam- for each desired steered beam direction B,. Each b.()
". forming from an array whose elements are located

arbitrarily in three-dimensional space. In addition,
the number of beams which a sparse array must form
to adequately probe the volume is discussed in general
terms along with a specific example illustrating beam
patterns from a 32-element, roughly planar, random
array. Another important practical aspect relates to
the effects of time-delay quantization and data interpola-
tion for time domain beamforming. Section II outlines
the specific hardware architecture of the' MPL Dynamic
. eamformer. Included is the format of multiplexing
the sensor. Input data and blocking the beam output data.
At example of the bearing response to a broadside sinu-
soidal signal also is provided as an Illustration of per- FIG. 1. Random sonobuoy array.
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. wzmuth(inx-yplane) B.'s and E./c's are treated as dynamic varilhes and
(x-y-ul * eleation (out ofx-> plae) are allowed to change slowly during the transfoz iaatwn
I V process. As indicated, fluctuatiuns in either or both

Y -sin coS4 sound speed c and array element location Ea are mapped
g".4 into variations within a time-delay coordinate system.

Ex. nth element position vector B. Number of beams required
SJ: lth source direction unit vector

X•,: mth bendirection unit vetor It must be kept in mind that it is the projected aper-
ture of the array in the beam steering direction (B,)

FIG. 2. Coordinate system definition and vector notation, and not the number of elements in the array which de-
.atermines thebeam pattern main-lobe width. Furthermore,

the main-lobe width is dependent on the particular
consists of the sum of suitably time delayed replicas planar slice chosen in which the beam vector lies (e.g.,
of the individual element signals e3(t). The time delays horizontal versus vertical beamwidth). In one dimen-

- compensate for the differential travel time differences slon, the nominal beamwidth is AlL radians where A is
"b between sensors for a signal from the desired beam the wavelength of interest L is the projected aperture

direction. dimension.

Let the output of an element located at the origin of As an example, consider a planar, circular array
coordinates be s(t). Under the assumption of plane- lying in the x-y plane of Fig. 2. Given an array whose
wave propagation, a source from direction Ss produces diameter is D, the nominal horizontal beamwldth would
the following sensor outputs be A@= =/D rad. Thus the number of beams which

, =(1) would be required fot full edgefire coverage would be

* ~ ~~~~ =h)sf(E.Jc M2w/5 = 24DA), where (D/A) is the horizontal
where c is the speed of propagation (c e 1500 m/s for aperture dimension in wavelengths.
acoustic waves in the ocean).. Appropriately delaying

&the individual element signals to point a beam in the dimtrasisDInhscsetenonlmi-
direction B. yields the beamformer output diameter also is D. In this case, the nominal main-

lobe width will be the same in any planar slice chosen
,I' bJI) =fte _-B-). (2) In which the beam vector lies. Thus A,=AK1,/D rad

* and the corresponding solid angle beamwidth is W)

- E. ( B - O. =A & * =)X'/D' sr. In order to adequately probe all
ffi s -- ((3) possible horizontal (9) and vertical (0) angles, the num-

.rber of beams required would be M =4w/AD = 4w(D/ )'.
The vectors Involved in the scalar product of one corn- Figure 4 plots these two Values of M as a function of
ponent of (2) are illustrated in Fig. 3. Portrayed is an Iaperture dimension in wavelengths. In actual practice,

jil ~ -array of sensors In a plane-wave acoustic field where aetr ieso nwvlnts nata rcie
V - B=S,. the random arrays of interest are somewhere between

circular planar and spherical volumetric. Further-
The complexity of the beam formation process arises

from the need to carry out the summation in (2) in real
time for a large number qf B. directions or beams. In
the Dynamic Beamformer, 32 element data inputs are
transformed into 1300 beam 'data outputs. A distinguish-
ing feature of the Dynamic Beamformer is that the

jj,. _ ,5/-

0 AII. .

.- r

U0

f70. 2. Element tme-deklay caleation C%- 5g). Fo. 4. Required number of beams.
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FIG. 5. Random array of 32 elements (a) y versus z, (b) z versus z, (c) z versus y.

more, the patch of solid angle to be Investigated typi- sensor signal ideally should be time-delayed to form a
cally is neither strictly limited to the horizontal plane beam in the B. direction. The time delays actually
nor as large as full angular coverage. Thus the number available are determined by the data sampling interval
of beams required In applications of the Dynamic Beam- As will be shown below, it is quantization of the time
former would lie somewhere between the bounds indica- delays which has a far more serious impact on the
ted in the figure. sensor signal sampling interval than does the Nyquist

rate.
C. An example

As a specif" xample, Fig. 5 shows a single realiza-
tiQn of a 32-element, roughly planar, random array. |o (b)

All element locations were assumed independent of one
another with identical probability density functions w

statistically characterizing their individual spatial
distributions. Furthermore, the Individual distrbu-
tions were assumed independent and uniform in each
dimension of Cartesian coordinates. In this case; array ,t,.

dimensions and frequency are chosen such that L -L,
151 and L. - MA. Beam patterns corresponding to these

element locations are illustrated in Fig. 6 for an edge-
fire beam pointing in the 0= = 00 direction. The three-
dimensional plot has a floor set at -10 logN= -15 dB
which Is the expected side-lobe level (with respect to a
0 dB on-axis response) for a random array of N= 32
elements. Underscoring the statistical nature of the
side-lobe structure, note that several side lobes reach
levels greater than this mean value.

D. Timedelay quantization

Time domain digital beamforming begins with sampling -

of the individual sensor signals e.(t) in (1). With ra-
sonably sharp low-pass filtering of the analog data,
sampling need be carried out only slightly above the
Nyquist rate (e.g., 2.5 times the maximum frequency of -AF
Interest) to avoid aliasing or folding out-of-band 1 ,
spectral components down into the baseband of Interest.
The scalar product in (2) defines the amount each FIG. 6. Random array beam patterns (B.: O-n=0.

" 1077 J. Acout Sac. Am.. Vol 9. No. 4. April INI W. & Hodgkii and V. C. Anderson: Hardware dynamic beamforming Ionl



With reference to the development in Sec IA, the is generally referrcd to as the array b(m or PjKer pat-

ideal array spatial transfer function A4(u) will be de- tern. Assuming the 50, are zero-mean, idiotically
fined as the complex transfer characteristic between distributed, and independent of one another, the expec-

s,() = exp(jwl) and b,(t) in the absence of time-delay ted value of the beam pattern is given by' 1

.q~aatization. Thus ElA(u)A (u)] = a A(u)A,*(u) + N(1 - a) , (10)

A,(u) =~exp( jc EN. - . S) ,(4) where
c" )I

"" " ; a = IElexp(j6O.)l' (1)
.. " = exp (jE.- u), (5)

e-". )When the phasing errors are uniformly distributed over

the *nterval -60/2 <60, is 8/2, Eq. (11) evaluates to'-" ! where

Isin(64)/2 2
u=(w/c)(B.-S,). (6) a = k ------ " (12)

At a given frequency w, time-delay quantization has Furthermore, when 64) is sufficiently small to replace

the effect of introducing phasing errors 8,. into the
summation in (5). Incorporating these the the numerator of (12) by the first two terms in its

errors,Taylor series expansion
actual array spatial transfer function is expressed as

S--- 1 - (6'/12). (13)

A(u) exp(j5O.)exp(-j,. u). (7) Thus the expected value of the beam pattern in (10) can

be rewritten as
Assuming the phasing errors to be small, replace . 64)'

exp(j64,) in (7) by the first two terms of its series E[A(u)A*(u)J= - 4A(u)A(u) -J (14)

expansion (1I+j5 -.. /2 -6 +...), Y2

Note that 60/2w correspo.,Js to the fractional data
A:(u (1 +0 4,.) exp(-j E. -u) , (8) sampling interval with respect to one cycle at the fre-

quency of interest w.

Aolu) +j 6.exp(-jE,. 'u). (9) Errors due to time-delay quantization can be con-

,I sidered separately in two major regions of the expected
Thus the firs+ -order effect of time-delay quantization beam pattern. First, (14) indicates that when N is large
is an error term (transfer characteristic) added to the the predominant effect in the direction of desired mai-

ij ideal spatial transfer function A(u). mum response (u =0) is an attenuation from A,(0)A:(0)

In many applications, the magnitude squared value of =N' by the factor (1- 62/12). This on-axis loss is
the spatial transfer function is of primary interest and illustrated graphically in Fig. 7 as a function of frac-

tional data sampling interval. Indicated with symbols in
. . the expected degradation at the uppermost frequency of

interest in the Dynamic Beamformer (400 Hz) for

0.0 sensor data sampling rates: (1) 1 kHz (circle), (2) 2
kHz (triangle), and (3) 8 kHz (square).

0. -The second region involves the array side-lobe re-
"-0. sponse. The expected beam pattern in this region con-

3 0

0 ,

2.0 -,0

[%

,0 --

C -.

-3002 001 I lil I M I I

OO O NOS . O s',il s N 'lo Io Ii

FIG. S. Antialiasing and Interpolation filter response along
MI. 7. Time-deay quantization effects. with the Interpolation noise spectrum.
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sists of an attenuated verston of the side-lobe level in ficients. In the case of the beamfurier interpolator,
the absence of time-delay quantization effects plus an the data rate is not increased. Instead, a sample with

additive, directionally independent term. Recall that a different, interpolated time delay is computed direct-
the unnormalized, mean side-lobe level of a random ly for each channel required as input to the beam sum-
array Is N. Thus (14) indicates that time-delay quan- mation. Once the beam has been formed as indicated
tization has the average effect of shifting the level of in (2), the beam time series sampling rate will be re-
all side lobes towards this mean value. duced to a value commensurate with the Nyquist rate for

the highest frequency of interest. As a result, the at-
Since in a random array one has little control over tenuated replications of the original single element

the side-lobe structure due to its statistical nature,
spectra fold back into the desired low-frequency regionthe effects of time-delay quantization are of greatest o h emsetu n a evee sitroa

concern in the main-lobe region of the beam pattern, of the beam spectrum and can be viewed as interpola-

Note from Fig. 7 that in order to preserve an on-axis

response to within 0.01 dB of 20 logN for signals at Considering a sensor signal sampling rate of 2 kHz
400 Hz, a sampling rate of 8 kHz is required. (twice the rate which would be adequate for the 400-Hz

upper cutoff in the Dynamic Beamformer), Fig. 8 11-
E. Data interpolation lustrates the attenuation characteristics of three candi-

Since the frequencies of interest ir) the Dynamic date interpolation filters.10 Although the 2-kHz sampling

Beamformer lie below 400 Hz, anti .txsirg considera- rate is well in excess of that required to insure minimal
tions alone would suggest that a s.i:p 'ng rate of 1 kHz aliasing of the individual sensor spectra, that frequency
would be adequate. Figure 8 illustrzais the frequency was selected to provide sufficient separation of the sen-

response of the 7 pole, elliptic, low-pa.s filter ,ssed to " .sorspectrareplicationssothatatwo-pointlinearinter-
preprocess the indiiidual analog sensor sig-is prior polator can be used. Linear interpolation involves the
to digitization. The replicated spectrum centered on the simple combination of a single data sample on either
2-kHz sampling frequency is well separated by this side of the desired sampling instant and requires a neg-

antialiasing filter. In fact, it is evident that even at a ligible increase in the complexity of beamformer
1-kHz sampling rate there would be minimal overlap hardware. The resulting spectral shape of the attenua-

or aliasing of the spectra. The discussion in Sec. ID ted, periodic replication of the individual sensor spec-

has Indicated, however, that is quantization of the beam- trum is identified in Fig. 8 as the interpolation noise

forming time delays which has the greatest impact on spectrum and is seen to have a peak of 28 dB below

the required interval between samples. A sampling that of the desired low-frequency region of the beam

rate of 8 kHz would be desirable to maintain on-axis spectrum.

response to within 0.01- dB of 20 log N for signals at
400 Hz. II. A HARDWARE DYNAMIC BEAMFORMER

As discussed by others," - digital interpolation of the. In the selection of a particular hardware architecture

sampled sensor signals within the beamformer is one for a digital time-domain beamformer, a number of

means by which the desired sampling rate can be interacting considerations come into play. Included

realized. Essentially, by Introducing interpolation are (1) data sampling rate, (2) interpolator design,

hardware Into the system, increased complexity of the (3) size of the time-delay memory field, (4) additional

beamformer hardward is being traded-off against re- memory for block processing, and (5) number of beams

duced complexity of the sensor signal conditioning hard- •to be formed. The particular choices made for the

ware, bandwidth requirement of the communication link MPL Dynamic Beamformer will be outlined in what

to the beamformer, and density (or volume) of the follows.

storage medium used for data archivaL. A. Specifications

The process of interpolation involves summing weigh- Specifications for the MPL Dynamic Beamformer are
ted versions of the available data samples both preced- provided in Table I. The impact of time-delay quantiza-
ing and following the instant in time at which an estimate tion error considerations and interpolation filter

of tfe original sensor waveform is desired. The ac- complexity is reflected in the selection of a 2-kHz basic
curacy of the estimate depends on several factors:
(1) The sampling rate of the original analog data, (2)
the number of samples used to form the estimate, and TABLE . Dynamic Beamformer specflcations
(2) the values of their corresponding weighting coef-': Bandwidth 10--400 Hs
ficienta. Interpolation is quite often viewed as a cas- Number of channels
cade of two operations. First, zero-valued samples Sampling rate 2 kftz
are inserted between the original data samples such that Interpolation-linear S klz
the new sequence occurs at the desired rate. The new Maximum Ume delay 2.048 a

sequence then is passed through a low-pass filter to at- Block buffer 6.144s

tenuate the periodic replications of the original signal Number of beams 1300
spectrum resueting from the zero-padding operation. Mmory 16 KBx32 channel 5o0 KB

Data recording 9 Track digital
This low-pass filter can be implemented as a transver- 45 ip 1600 bpl NRZ
sal filter with tap spacings equal to the new sampling . 10.6 manfJ400 ft. Reel

.interval and tap weights equal to the Interpolation coef-
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sampling rate which then is interpolated further to an -.

effective 8-kHz rate by the use of a simple linear inter- '-, >-

polat ion operation.

The large number of beams formed in parallel by the C.

Dynamic Beamformer is a consequence of its intended .,, '

use to process sensor data from a sparsely filled ran- ) INPUT

dom array. Recall from the discussion in Sec. I B that
it is the aperture of the array and not the number of
array elements which determines how many beams are 6K SAMPLES/SEAM BLOCK

required to adequately probe large sectors of space. *,I1" " II1I

In any experimental program, it is almost mandatory I~Z
that some means of data recording be provided for later
off-line analysis. A first impulse might be to record b OUTPUT

.7 the output of the signal processor. However, in this
case, where 32 sensor signals are transformed into FIG. 10. Data relationships (input/output).

1300 beams, each with the same data rate, 45 times
more recording capability would have to be provided ded continuously on a 9-track, 45 ips magnetic tape

in order to store the output rather th.n the input data. drive at a density of 1600 bpi.

Thus a recording capability for the digitized individual The large memory field provided for each channel in
sensor signals has been incorporated into the total sys- the Dynamic Beamformer enables the formation of beam

tern. samples inblocks of 6-K samples/6eam (K= 1024). As in-

A photograph of the Dynamic Beamformer along with dicatedin Fig. 10(b), eachblock requires 4.5 ms of real

its tape deck and communication terminal is given in time for generation. Although generated at a high data rate

Fig. 9. in burst sequences, the beam samples correspond to
a real-time sampling rate of 1 kHz which is half the

B. Data relationships (input/output) original rate for digitization of the sensor signals. The

The structure of data flow into and out of the Dynamic beam blocks are output consecutively with an entire

Beamformer is illustrated in Fig. 10. As shown in Fig. beam can requiring 6.144 s for completion. A-continuous

10(a), after signal conditioning the 32 sensor input chan- sequence of samples corresponding to the mth beam

nels are sampled in parallel (1 byte/sample). Both the can be obtained by first demutliplexing each beam scan,

element coordinate data and the 32 channels of acoustic then concatenating together the rth beam blocks from

J! data are formated into a basic 36-byte block consisting consecutive beam scans.

of a sync byte (FF), and element identifier byte (the C. Channel memory field.

-value of "a" in Fig. 2), two bytes of element location
- vector coordinate data (the value of "x," "y," or "z" For each beam to be formed, time-delayed samples

in Fig. 2), followed by the 32 bytes of sensor data of the array element waveforms are obtained from a

I samples corresponding to one instant in time. The continuously updated memory bank which provides a

9 resulting 2-kHz frame rate, 36 bytes/frame, ungapped random access signal field. There are two constraints
d r b e ta which determine a lower bound on the size of this field.,.data stream is both sent to the Dynam ic Beam former F r t uf c e t m m r u tb r v d df r e c

"- , meoy(hr ti eutpee)a ela eo- First, sufficient memory must be provided for each.: 1, memory (where it is demultiplexed) as well as recor-

It, element to cover the maximum acoustic travel time
across the physical aperture of the array. The dimen-

sion DA of the array (see Sec. I1B) is just the number
- ' - of wavelengths in the memory field needed to satisfy

this requirement. Second, some additional buffer or
" !.block storage must be provided. The length of this

- - block memory is determined by the computational

- burden imposed by the scalar product calculation in
(2). The longer the block length, the greater the time

available for computing a set of time delays for-the

next beam to be processed.

These two considerations involved in determining
T -the channel memory field length are portrayed graphi-

cally.in Fig. 11. The time-delay portion satisfies the
- - first constraint. The cross-hatched areas correspond

-. in length to the block storage portion and represent dis-
placed blocks of memory which contain time-delayed

replicas of the sampled element acoustic data. Neglect-
ing interpolation, beamforming as in (2) can be viewed

F1. . Pbotograph of the Dynamic Beamformer tape deck as a simple vertical sum across the displaced memory
ad terminal. field.
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cc,,ow the form of an 8 bit ;c.uu'tic d;,ta .ty ;,z i to ,. de-
WRITE multiplexed in the Element Signal Proce.,,sing imdules
ADDRESS
IPR CISSING) (orie ESP module for every 8 ch;im.els), and a . queice

of 16-bit element ro ,dinate values and their identifying
addresses to be stored in the prugram control computer.

ELEMENT -- I' ~ ''"' - DELAYED Beam output samples are frmed by qumming ippro-
DATA REI. - -- RPICA
LINP. -9K DATA priately delayed and interpolated channel data samples.
RATE I H Multiple beams can be formed since the beam summa-, ' !y'~ ~>\\~ - HRATE tion process can be carried out faster than the input

EkaA (MHE acoustic data sampling rate. In the Dynamic Beamfor-

--a f / .'/. mer, the time required for the parallel summation
- DELAY BLOCK STORAGE across channels is determined by the memory access
DELAYA rate of 3.2 MHz. Comparing this with the 2-kHz acous-

tic data sampling rate and allowing some system over-
TIME DELAY SEOUENTIAL head time, approximately 1500 memory accesses areREFERENCE READ ADDRESSESAREE ADDRESSES completed in each 0.5-ms input sampling period. The

linear interpolation operation requires two samples
FIG. 11. Channel memory field, from memory. However, since the data rate of the

beam output samples only needs to be half the original
acoustic data sampling rate, 1500 beam samples are

0. Hardware architecture generated for each equivalent output-sampling period of
1 ins.

The basic architecture of the Dynamic Beamformer
is shown in Fig. 12. In addition to the 7-pole elliptic The Dynamic Beamformer can accomodate a differen-
low-pass antialiasing filter mentioned previously, the tialtimedelayof 2.048 s which corresponds to 4 KB(KB
signal conditioning for each channel provides for a corn- =1024bytes) of memory per channel. An additional 12 KBof
mon 20-dB gain adjustment and a spectral weighting memory per channel correspondingto6.144 s of input data
low-pass filter with selectable cutoff frequencies hasbeen provided for block storage. The additional memo-
from 50 to 400 Hz. A bank of sample-and-hold circuits rymakesavailabletimetocarryoutthe scalarproducts
operates synchronously at the 2-kHz sampling rate. required in (2). These calculations must be repeated
The parallel channel amplitude levels are multiplexed, each beam scan for every beam since the array element
converted to an 8-bit digital sample, then sent on to the positions and beam vectors are treated as dynamic
data formatter in a serial byte stream. An lEE data variables.
bus couples external digital data consisting of arrayelemnt osiionand eamye torcoorinaes ntothePresettable counters are used as address generators

elemnt osiionandbea ve or oorinaes ntothe for each channel in the memory field. Each one is
data formatter. All byte data values are restricted to fr ea chaein the me ior fiel E onetos
the range 00-FE (hex) so that FF (hex) can be reserved preset to a starting address which corresponds to the
as a sync byte. required time delay for that particular array element.

The counters then run synchronously at the 3.2-MHs
When the tape recorder is running (either in the memory access rate for 12-K samples. Allowing some

record or playback mode), the read head output supplies system overhead time,- 4.5 ms is required to generate
the input to the Dynamic Beamformer. The input is in a time compressed burst of the equivalent of 6.144 s

9.0 111 4 i Soo 6DOC PV.6o

f ~ ~ .. - clarm

.4 11

1031 i S •.Ai1nd

-- do "°

PO' ' I Z - FIG. 12. 32 element
o "101U Dynamic Beamformer

|~~~s M ---4.U.. t block diagram.
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of output data fur a single b am ,a:mplt d at a I -kHz E. Experimental b(,aring reponse
rate.

As an aid to check projor o; x at ion of the D) r-.mic,.•During the 4.5 mns interval, four slave microcompu- Beamformer, provision has been m~ade to iijqst an ex-

ters (one for each ESP module) implement the scalar t er prisin has beene s inutan ex-

product in (2) between a new beam vector and a set of ternally supplied signal to all chaiels simultanously.

element position vectors to generate the time delays for Thus the reception of a broadside arrival by a line

the next beam. Texas Instruments 990/4 16-bit micro- array
computers were selected for this task. Each 990/4 With a test signal frequency of 200 Hz, detected

calculates the time delays for eight elements within the beam scans resulting when the sensor locations of a

4.5-ms period. A fifth 990/4 microcomputer augmented 16-element array uniformly distributed along the x axis

by an additional 24 KB of RAM is used as a master con- were loaded into memory are shown in Fig. 13. Array

troller. . element spacing was 14 ms in terms of time delay

esidnt wthin which is slightly less than. Ux at this frequency. From
All of the software for the system is resident within left to right in Fig. 13 for this expanded segment of

the master controller. The element position and beam
veto cordnae aloaesoe teei eoy a 1024 beam set, azimuth values (see Fig. 2) start at

vector coordinates also are stored there in memory. approximately 83, pass through 90* (broadside beam)
The scalar product programs are downloaded into the hall-way across the figure, and stop at approximately
slaves from the master controller over an asynchronous 9. Each beam is represented by a single Point de-

communication link. In the interest of maintaining rived by absolute value detecting and accumulating the
*, robust performance in the presence of spurious noise, 6-K beam output samples across an entire beam block

the slave program memory is reloaded every 6.144 (see Fig. 12).
at the initialization of a new beam scan. This procedure
requires 0.294 s and occupies the initial portion of the Figure 13 compares the test signal bearing response

beam scan graphically portrayed in Fig. 10. In addition, prior to and after the incorporation of linear interpola-
at the beginning of each 4.5-ms beam block, the position tion into the hardware. All distortions from a smooth
vector for one of the eight elements and the vector response as a function of azimuth in Fig. 13 are a

defining the next beam of the beam scan are downloaded result of time-delay quantization and are exactly repro-
* 1into the slaves. ducible. Note the significant improvement of the side-

lobe response with the addition of !-interval linear
interpolation.

III. DATA ANALYSIS FLEXIBILITY
10_ A number of features have been incorporated into the

Dynamic Beamforiner which provide a great deal of

(a) WITHOUT flexibility during data analysis. Of primary significance
INTERPOLATION is the capability to interact with the master controller

." E on a real-time basis and thus alter the mode of opera-
. .tion. For example, the master controller issues com-
E mands to the magnetic tape recorder calling for for-ward-" fast forward, rewind, or stop. Since this inter-

E. _ action can be with another computer as opposed to an
opraor acoe-loop mode of data analysis is porn-

,sible, where the second computer monitors the output
Sf the Dynamic Beamformer and alters Its operation

0 670 based on what has been learned about the data.

Beam numbir Several specific features which have proven useful
1 .0 include: -

(1) Element masking (selectively turning off any

J Ib) WITH one or group of channels),
INTERVAL
L 0 INTEAR IO"" (2) freezing data in memory (successive beam scansv . INTERPOLATION al

OE. -work with identical data),
c E - (3) real-time modification of element locations and

zjo -. beam vectors,

(4) outputting both the actual beam samples as well
as the result of absolute value detecting, then accumu-
lating the entire beam block (the second yields a mea-
sure of broadband energy In 6.144 s),

o -L

070 752 $34 (5) outputting the Individual array element samples
Boem number as the first 32 "beams" (providis a means by which

710. 13. Dynamic Beamformer bearing response to an 200-Re array signal gain and array gain calculations can beI broadside test signal. made easily),
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(6) allowing beam scan r'fer tnce (starting beam), 1M. I. Skolnik, "N.onuriform Arra, r.." in At, 'na 7&.ory.

width (number of beams to output prior to initiating edited by R. E. Collin and '. J. Zuc er (Ic;rav -Hill, 'I

a new beam scan), and dwell (number of consecutive New York. 1969) pp. 207-234.

beam blocks to be output which will correspond to the 2Y. S. Shtfrin, Statistical Antcina Throry (Cc'ltm, Tir,
CO, 3971).

same beam) to be variable. C 9 17)3B. D. Stkinberg, Principles ofAperture andArra) q.-.c'm
Design (Wiley, New York, 1976).

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
4J. V. Thorn, N. 0. Booth, and J. C. Loclwood, "P,.rdom

and partially random acoustic arrays." J. Acoust. Soc. Am.

The design considerations and hardware architec- 67, 1277-1286 (1980).

ture of a programmable, time domain, digital beam- SW. S. Hodgklss. "Random Acoustic Arrays," NATO Advanced

former built by MPL has been discussed. The hardware Study Institute on Underwater Acoustics and Signal Pro-

has proven effective in the analysis of data from a cessing, 18-29 August 1980, Copenhagen, Denmark.

sonobuoy thinned random array. Although the hardware 'R. G. Pridham and R. A. Mucci, "A novel approach to

which was built is limited to processing 32 sensor digital beamforming," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 63, 425-433
(1978).

channels, the beamformer architecture is amenable 1R. G. Pridham and R. A. Mucci, "Digital interpolation beam-

to expansion in modules of 8 channels per module. forming for low-pass and bandpass signals." Proc. IEEE 67,
904-919 (June 1979).
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